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1.Legal stability contracts: petrification of the laws or creation of contractual 
rights through modification of laws?

The judgment handed down by the Constitutional 
Court in April of 2006 on the constitutionality of Law 
963 of 2005 has generated controversy in relation 
to the scope and the effects of such contracts. This 
is so to the extent that in the operative part of the 
judgment, the high court declares the constitutiona-
lity of article 1 of the Law “in the understanding that 
the organs of the state fully preserve their law-ma-
king and regulatory competencies, even in relation to 
the rules of law identified as the rules that ultimately 
moved the investor to make the investment, without 
prejudice to the legal actions to which the investors 
are entitled”.

Due to the rules that apply to the Constitutional 
Court’s modulative judgments, two interpretations 
have arisen as to what was what the court really 
wanted to say, and consequently as to what the real 
effects of legal stability contracts are, as follows:

1. The first interpretation considers that the judgment 
establishes that the authorities’ legislative and regu-

latory competency cannot be limited through such 
contracts. Therefore, the authorities will retain the 
power to modify the laws and regulations which are 
the subject matter of legal stability contracts and 
compliance by investors with these modifications 
is obligatory. In this event, through the appropriate 
legal actions, the investors will have the usual con-
tractual rights that pertain to any contract, in order 
to claim the state’s non-fulfillment of the agreements 
entered into and request the corresponding indem-
nity.

2. The second interpretation considers that a true pe-
trification of the laws and regulations contained in the 
contract occurs upon the signing of the legal stability 
contract, to the exclusive benefit of the investor. The 
State however retains its power to modify the laws 
and regulations which are the subject matter of the 
contract, but these modifications are applicable to 
the rest of the taxpayers only.  Likewise, if the State 
fails to abide by the contract and demands the appli-
cation of the new laws and regulations, the investors 
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may bring an action for contractual non-compliance.

Taking into account these two interpretations that 
exist in regard to the scope of the judgment, below 
we set forth the reasons why we consider that the 
second interpretation should be the truly applicable 
one for these types of contracts.

The non-immutability of legislation

The first aspect that must be taken into account is 
that the operative part of the judgment is intimately 
tied to considerations of the Court as set forth in the 
first part of the judgment and precedes the decision. 
This means that the decision summarizes the inter-
pretation made by the high Tribunal as the same is 
set forth in the considerations of the judgment.

In this state of affairs, the first aspect that must be 
taken into account is that just as was declared by 
the Constitutional Court, and just as was set forth in 
the considerations for justification of the law itself 
when the same was submitted to Congress as a bill 
for discussion, the entire organs of the state preserve 
their legislative and/or regulatory powers.  This is to 
say, the fact that the State signs legal stability con-
tracts does not supersede or suspend its law-making 
power, this power being understood as the power to 
create, modify, repeal and/or suspend laws of gene-
ral application destined to the population at large.

Thus the population, as the recipient of the laws pro-
mulgated by the competent authorities, is obligated 
to comply with all current laws and regulations. No-
twithstanding, there is a special exception to this ge-
neral application of current laws in relation to those 
investors that have signed a legal stability contract. 
For these investors, any modifications to the laws 
that are the subject matter of the contract do not 
apply to them for a period of time, to the extent that 
they made a special agreement the purpose of which 
was to maintain the legal conditions that were in for-
ce at the time they made their investment.

This interpretation is in accord with the National 
Constitution inasmuch it does not repeal the legisla-
tive or regulatory powers of the different public or-
gans; instead, it only excludes a specific group of ta-
xpayers that have signed a legal stability agreement 
from the application of the said laws.

The constitutional court endorsed the petrification 
of the laws, not the mere attainment of contractual 
actions that derive from noncompliance with legal 
stability contracts

The most important point in the judgment’s interpre-
tation is that the Court upheld the rule that any mo-

difications to the laws and regulations included in the 
legal stability contract that are to the detriment of 
the investor do not apply to the investor during the 
term of the contract.

In one of the parts of the judgment of the Court held 
the following: “In effect, legal stability alludes to the 
transitory permanency of a given set of laws and 
regulations that are favorable to large investments, 
due to the subscription of a state contract…”

The following is indicated in a later part of the ju-
dgment: “the Court considers that the challenged 
legal article must be understood in the sense that 
legal stability contracts do not guarantee investors 
that the laws will not be modified, but rather assu-
res the permanence, within the terms of the agree-
ment made with the State, of the legal conditions 
that existed at the time the agreement was made; in 
this manner, in the event that these legal conditions 
are modified and a controversy arises in regard to 
the modification, the law provides for the possibility 
of resorting to legal mechanisms to obtain redress, 
with a view to avoiding that the economic balance 
that was originally agreed upon is upset, or, ultima-
tely [the possibility] of obtaining a judicial decision”.

The following should be interpreted from the above 
parts and from other parts included in the considera-
tions of the Court:

1. By means of the legal stability contracts, the 
State does not guarantee that the laws and regula-
tions that are the subject matter of the contract will 
not be modified.

2. By means of the legal stability contracts, the 
state guarantees that if the laws that are the subject 
matter of the contract are modified, these modifica-
tions will not affect the investor and that, as a special 
and exceptional situation, the conditions that existed 
at the time the contract was made will be honored. 
In other words, in the event that the laws and regula-
tions that are the subject matter of the contract are 
modified or repealed to the detriment of the investor 
after the contract is signed, those laws and regula-
tions will nonetheless continue to apply to the investor.

The spirit of the above-mentioned interpretation is 
ratified in the dissenting opinion subscribed by Ju-
dge Alfredo Beltrán-Sierra, in which he states: “It is 
clear then, according to this law, that the legislation 
may be an object of negotiation with private inves-
tors when they consider that legal petrification is be-
neficial to their interests, even in the case where that 
modification is favorable to the community at large.” 
As can be observed, Judge Beltrán sets himself aside 
from the judgment to the extent the same would be 
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establishing a petrification of the laws, which, in his 
view, is unconstitutional.

The scope of the expression “without prejudice to 
the legal rights to which the investors are entitled” 
-- found in the operative part of the judgment

Taking into consideration the interpretive framework 
that should follow from the judgment of the Court, 
the expression “without prejudice to the legal rights 
to which the investors are entitled” should be un-
derstood as the possibility that the investors would 
have if the State modified the laws that are the sub-
ject matter of the contract and required the investor 
to apply these modifications.

After prolonged efforts, the reform to Law 80 of 1993 
is made a legal reality through the enactment of Law 
1150 of 2007. 

However, and although the expectations of diverse 
sectors in relation to the enactment of the new law 
have been fulfilled, there is still a long way ahead 
towards the formation of a true State Contracting 
Statute. 

On the one hand, the regulations that the National 
Government must issue in relation to a large part of 
the law are still pending, such as those that relate to 
the structural aspects of the reform such as the new 
selection mechanisms, the disposal of State proper-
ty, pricing framework agreements, the Public Con-
tracting Electronic System and the Single Bidders 
Registry. On the other hand, a compilation decree is 
expected as referred to in Article 30 of the new law, 
which -- it is hoped -- will bring a greater degree of 
certainty about which are the laws and regulations 
actually in force. 

Taking into account the foregoing, and having made 
the regular caveat that one must make pending is-
suance of the regulations for a recently enacted law, 
below we highlight a few topics that are included in 
the reform and deserve to be analyzed.

Allocation of risk in state contracts

Article 4 of Law 1150 of 2007 establishes that the 
terms of reference or the equivalent must include 
the estimate, classification and allocation of the fo-
reseeable risks involved in the contract making pro-
cess. 

Although this procedure was mandatory as a prere-
quisite to the opening of the bid process in certain 
sectors such as concessions and infrastructure pro-
jects generally subject to State Contractual Contin-
gency Funds as a rule, it can be said that this rule 
of law is the clear recognition that on occasion the 
terms of reference and bids are made in a deficient 
manner; accordingly, that this rule of law emphasizes 
the importance of the studies that must be carried 
out in the pre-contractual phase, and that the same 
seeks to push the state entities and the contractors 
to enhance their contractual planning. 

Despite the aforesaid, the true importance of the ar-
ticle is given by the possibility that before any pro-
posals or bids are presented, the proponents and the 
entity review the allocation of risk with the aim of es-
tablishing their final allocation.  This is so in the case 
of  public bid processes. 

In accordance with the arguments that were put for-
th during the process of making the bill into law in 
Congress, besides spelling out the legal aspects of 
the subject matter, the legislative intent was to trans-
fer the foreseeable risks to the contractor. Those 
who defend this position argue that in the current bid 
process system, the State bears the heaviest burden 
of contractual risk, which justifies a new application 
of this principle. 

Following the same approach, the expression “in ad-
dition to the drawing of profits which is guaranteed 
by the State” is eliminated from Paragraph 2 of Arti-
cle 3 of Law 80 of 1993; this expression had establi-
shed the mechanism known as profit guarantee. 

That is to say, there is in principle a petrification of 
the laws and regulations that are the subject matter 
of the contract; however, if for any reason the State 
requires the investor to apply the modifications, the 
investor will have the usual contractual right to claim 
that the state has defaulted under the contract and so 
to request payment of the corresponding indemnity.

In conclusion, we consider that the interpretation 
outlined in this article is the interpretation that the 
Constitutional Court intended; this is also the inter-
pretation that would be most interesting for inves-
tors from a business and financial  perspective. The 
other interpretation would not serve the purpose of 
the law, which was to promote investor confidence.
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Regarding this particular contribution of the law to 
risk management approaches, we note that it is not 
always easy to make the same fit into place with res-
pect to current regulations on that matter; we assu-
me that this difficulty can be overcome by means of 
an adequate regulation of the law. Indeed, the policy 
adopted by the National Council for Economic and 
Social Policy - CONPES in Documents 3107 and 3133 
of 2001 and the related legislative developments con-
tained in Law 448 of 1998 and its regulatory decrees 
can eventually conflict with the provisions included 
in the law regarding negotiation of risk allocation du-
ring the bid process. 

It is clear that if there is any assumption of risk, this 
implies almost always a contingency for the party 
who assumes the risk. In such state of affairs, in ac-
cordance with the provisions set out both in CONPES 
policy and in Law 448 and its regulatory decrees, it 
is necessary to determine before the bid process is 
started, which contingencies will be assumed by the 
state entity under the contract so that the Ministry 
of Finance may approve the plan for making contri-
butions into the State Entities Contractual Contin-
gencies Fund (“the contributions plan”). How is one 
supposed to reconcile this obligation with the nego-
tiation of risk during the contract making process? 
If the entity accepts to assume a given risk during 
the said process, it would be reasonable to conclude 
that the contributions would be modified. Questions: 
would the entity fail to comply with law 448 and its 
regulatory decrees if it assumes any risk which is ad-
ditional to those “approved” by the Finance Ministry 
when it approved the contributions plan? Should a 
new approval be obtained from the Ministry of Finan-
ce before the contract making process is closed, or 
may the same continue to move forward even where 
no sufficient funds have been “allocated” in order to 
satisfy the new scheme for risk allocation? These are 
some of the questions that anybody could ask under 
this new law, and we hope the same will have been 
duly taken care of at the time the new law enters into 
force.

PRICING FRAMEWORK AGREEMENTS

Law 1150 of 2007 introduces an innovative mecha-
nism in our contract making system, which is called 
pricing framework agreements. This mechanism 
was made to enable the entities to set agreements 
in place pursuant to which the contract terms and 
conditions for the acquisition of goods and services 
of common use and uniform technical characteristics 
are established before hand. 

In this manner, the idea is that the entities can acqui-
re the relevant goods or services by means of direct 

purchase orders, for which they would use an elec-
tronic purchasing system and catalogues and bro-
chures. 

This mechanism was provided for executive branch 
agencies and offices initially, and the possibility was 
introduced for the legislative and judicial branches 
to do their own pricing framework agreements or to 
adopt the agreements of the executive branch. 

Pricing framework agreements in bid processes are 
instruments derived from the so-called business 2 
business concept, as the same is used in the e-com-
merce developed in other countries. The figure has 
been included in the works of Uncitral and has been 
implemented successfully in Latin American coun-
tries in recent years. 

Although great part of the workings of this mecha-
nism will be determined under the regulations that 
the National Government is to issue on the subject 
matter, one can already see that (i) competition will 
become more intense among the potential suppliers 
of the State, since prices will be the decisive factor; 
and (ii) the small enterprises that do not have the 
capacity to provide supplies for an entire branch of 
the state may be left out of the list of government 
suppliers. 

Taking into account the above, the regulations will 
show whether the small competitors must enter the 
new bidding process under conditions of free compe-
tition, in which case they will be affected as opposed 
to the wholesalers. It is important that sound criteria 
is used to determine the way in which these agree-
ments are to be entered -- which will be mandatory 
for the executive branch in principle. In this sense, 
access to bid processes for small and medium-size 
enterprises should be permitted instead of making 
the same more difficult for them. Likewise, it is im-
portant to have a culture of citizen oversight that -- 
drawing on the publicity and transparency that these 
instruments carry with themselves – helps to avoid 
the pitfall that this mechanism become the perma-
nent benefit of the few. 

CONTRACTING WITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANI-
ZATIONS

Article 20 of Law 1150 of 2007 establishes that tho-
se contracts which are entirely financed or which are 
financed in an amount equal to 50% or more of total 
contract value with funds from international coope-
ration, assistance or aid organizations can be subjec-
ted to the regulations of these entities. 
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Similarly, it is stipulated that under no circumstance 
may they enter into contracts for the administration 
or management of their own funds or those that are 
assigned from public budgets. 

Although this article was not included in the initial bill 
of law, this was included because of the firm stance 
taken by Congress in relation to the issue as the bill 
was presented for the third debate. 

Ruling C-249 of 2004 is the clear precedent of this 
provision by which the Constitutional Court declared 
the “conditional constitutionality” of Article 13 of Law 
80 of 1993. In accordance with this ruling, the autho-
rity afforded by this norm, i.e. the power to apply the 
regulations of the aforementioned entities can be va-
lidly exercised only in relation to the contracts pertai-
ning to funds received from such international orga-
nizations, that is to say in relation to loan, donation, 
technical assistance or cooperation agreements. In 
the same sense, Decrees 1896 and 2166 of 2004 re-
gulated this matter. 

Conflicts with budget-related regulations justified 
the previous position, since it was considered that 
any case which was different from those mentioned 
by the Constitutional Court involved a budgetary 
execution that would deviate from state ends and 
goals, and was also a means of rendering both con-
tractual and budgetary norms pointless. 

However, the practice whereby these entities would 
deliver their funds to a third party for the manage-
ment of the same was commonly used as these en-
tities sought greater fund management efficiencies 
and to minimize the difficulties that they would face 
in point of the execution of their budgets, especially 
under long term contracts. 

The main challenge raised against the aforemen-
tioned practice refers to the possibility that the did 
process statutory regulations would not be actually 
applied. However, we should not forget that good 
fund management was not ensured by the mere ob-
servance of the law. 

On the other hand, the new regulation establishes 
some exceptions that may turn out to be confusing 
in practice. This is so as one does not understand 
whether the restriction regarding the making of con-
tracts for the administration of funds is to apply to 
these excluded organizations. One does not unders-
tand what is the justification for this differential treat-
ment either. 

Also, the law establishes that the contracts entered 
into with multilateral credit organizations may be 

subjected to the regulations of the relevant govern-
ment agencies; this is a logical consequence conside-
ring that Colombia may be subjected to the regula-
tions that apply to those organizations in its capacity 
as member country of the same. The same treatment 
could apply with respect to contracts entered into 
under international treaties, although the norm does 
not mention which is the applicable regime.

DELEGATION AND DECONCENTRATION

In the past, confusion arose with respect to the me-
chanisms of delegation and deconcentration on ac-
count of the text of Article 12 of Law 80 of 1993, which 
alluded to the concept of delegation for the signing 
of contracts and to the concept of deconcentration 
for the carrying out of contests and bid processes. 

On the other hand, article 12 of Law 489 of 1998 gave 
rise to doubts by indicating that on the subject of 
contracting, the responsibility of the principal (the 
delegating entity or servant) is maintained, which 
conflicts with Article 211 of the Political Constitution 
which exonerates the delegating entity (or servant) 
from responsibility. 

Decree 2150 of 1995 attempted to provide greater 
clarity to these concepts by establishing the possi-
bility of delegating bid processes, contests, as well 
as the signing of contracts, either in their entirety or 
partially. 

For its part, the Constitutional Court, as it reviewed 
Article 12 of law 489 of 1998, considered that the afo-
rementioned article referred to the simple delegation 
of the act of signing; therefore, that this was a case 
of a mere material act in which no true transfer of 
functions existed. 

Article 21 of Law 1150 of 2007 adds a paragraph to 
the aforesaid Article 12 of Law 80 of 1993 according 
to which in no case the heads and registered agents 
of the state entities will be exonerated by virtue of 
the delegation of their duties of control and supervi-
sion of the pre-contractual and contractual activity. 
And it added a paragraph which reads as follows: For 
the purposes of this law, deconcentration is unders-
tood to mean the adequate distribution of the work 
done by the head or registered agent of the agency, 
without this implying administrative autonomy in its 
exercise. Consequently, no recourse is admissible to 
challenge any actions carried out by virtue of admi-
nistrative deconcentration. 

As may be observed, the reform introduces a modifi-
cation to the text of Article 12 of Law 80 of 1993 wi-
thout repealing the content of the same; accordingly, 
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The Ministry of the Social Protection of Colombia, by 
means of Resolution number 2346 of July 11 of 2007, 
established the obligatory practice of occupational 
medical examinations. 

The main purpose of this action is to obtain the de-
sign of occupational disease prevention programs 
and a standardized follow-up of the workers’ health 
conditions at their work places with the purpose of 
improving their life quality.

By means of the aforementioned resolution, all em-
ployers, both from the public and private sectors, are 
required to carry out at least three (3) examinations 
of this type.

Obligatory occupational medical examinations are 
the following:

1.Pre-occupational or pre-hiring medical examina-
tion: This examination must be done to determine 
the worker’s physical, mental and social health con-
ditions before his/her hiring, as they relate to the 
work conditions to which he/she would be exposed, 
in order to determine if the worker is suitable for per-
forming in the position or occupation for which he/
she is applying, with no detriment to his or anyone 
else’s health occurring.

It is worth noting that if the worker is hired after the 
pre-hiring examination has been carried out, the em-
ployer will have to adapt the working conditions and 
environment according to the recommendations su-
ggested in the resulting pre-occupational medical 
evaluation report or certificate. 

2. Periodical occupational medical exami-nations 

(programmed or as a result of changes in occupa-
tion):

2.1Programmed medical examinations: 
The purpose of these examinations is to follow up 
on the exposure to risk factors and to identify in a 
timely manner any possible alterations of the wor-
ker’s health condition that have been caused by the 
work or the worker’s exposure to the working en-
vironment; or to determine the origin of common 
diseases, and thus be able to establish preventive 
management plans.

Such examinations must be carried out according 
to the type, degree and frequency of the worker’s 
exposure to each risk, as well as to the worker’s 
health condition.

2.2 Medical examinations because of change of 
occupation: The employer must carry out medical 
examinations of the worker each time that he/she 
changes occupation provided the change implies a 
change of labor environment, functions, tasks and/
or exposure to major risk factors. 

3. Post-occupational or contract-termination me-
dical test: These examinations must be carried out 
when the labor relation is terminated, whatever the 
cause of the termination, and its purpose is to assess 
and record the worker’s health conditions at the time 
he stops performing the assigned tasks or functions.

If at the time the examination is carried out, a likely 
occupational disease or sequels of any undiagnosed 
occupational events are found, which took place du-
ring the time the person worked, the employer will 
have to prepare and file the corresponding report 
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3. Occupational medical examinations - obligatory nature

it must be understood that this regulation is the re-
gulation in force with respect to delegation, as oppo-
sed to Decree 2150 of 1995 that was being applied. 

However, with the modifications of the new regula-
tion the old contradiction between the concepts of 
deconcentration and delegation are revived. This is 
so to the extent that the reader of Article 21 is led to 
understand that delegation may apply both during 
the pre-contractual and the contractual stages; but 
the figure of deconcentration is maintained, with the 
law establishing that the same does not imply any 
administrative autonomy, and that no recourse is ad-
missible to challenge any actions carried out by vir-
tue of administrative deconcentration. 

An adequate solution could have been reached by 
allowing the mechanism of delegation only, abiding 
by the interpretation of Article 12 of Law 489 of 1998 
as made by the Constitutional Court . 

Finally, the reader must take into account that under 
Law 678 of 2001 delegation does not release the de-
legating servant from responsibility for his malicious-
ly willful or grossly negligent actions; as read in con-
junction with Article 211 of the Political Constitution, 
the above rule must be understood only in relation 
to the actions directly carried out by the delegating 
servant in furtherance of his powers of control and 
management –which are inherent in the mechanism, 
without this implying any indirect responsibility for 
the actions of the deputy.
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4. Accounting and tax effects of Derivatives operations

with the workmen’s compensation managing agen-
cies for the same to initiate the procedure for deter-
mination of the origin of the disease.
 
Also, the employer will have to carry out other types 
of occupational medical examinations, such as for 
post-disability, or for rehire, to identify the worker’s 
health conditions that can aggravate, interfere with 
his/her labor, or affect others.

It is worth noting that the employer is required to 
pay for the entirety of the cost of the occupational 

Given the great number of derivatives operations 
that companies carry out nowadays in order to ma-
nage the liquidity of their daily operations or as a 
transitory fund hedging mechanism, it is important 
to keep in mind the accounting principles that apply 
to the accounting for of these operations, as well as 
the related tax effects.

 Accounting treatment of derivatives operations 

In order to determine the accounting treatment of 
derivatives operations, one must determine whether 
or not the parties to these operations are under the 
control or surveillance of the Office of the Financial 
Superintendent. In case the corporate entity is un-
der the control or surveillance of the Office of the 
Financial Superintendent, the derivatives operations 
must be booked in accordance with the standards 
set out by this agency, which are summarized in the 
following main guidelines: 

(a) Derivatives operations must be carried on the 
balance sheet of the corporate parties, following for 
that purpose the rules pertaining to each type of de-
rivative.

(b) The derivatives that are carried on the balance 
sheet must be valued periodically.  Any apprecia-
tions or reductions in value that are reflected in the 
balance sheet of the company as a result of this va-
luation (and which correspond to the adjustment of 
the asset’s value to market values) will affect the pro-
fit-and-loss-statement.

Therefore, any variations in the market values of any 
standing derivatives operations are reflected in the 
current year’s income  of the corporate entities that 
are under the surveillance of the Office of the Finan-
cial Superintendent.

Now, if the party to the derivatives agreement is not 

under surveillance of the office of the financial Super-
intendent, its accounting books must be kept in con-
formity with the general accounting principles and 
parameters established in Decrees 2649 and 2650 of 
1993. That is to say, these corporations are subjec-
ted to the statutory chart of accounts that applies 
by way of general rule to commercial companies and 
corporations.

When the applicable accounting standards are 
analyzed, it is observed in relation to derivatives 
operations that the standards require that the effects 
of any derivatives agreements are to be booked only 
at the time at which the value of the derivative are 
determined according to the date of settlement of 
the corresponding operation.

The previous principle would imply that the periodic 
fluctuations in the valuation of the derivative should 
not affect the financial statements of a company that 
is not under the surveillance of the Office of the Fi-
nancial Superintendent. However, on this particular 
matter it is convenient to analyze the following:

(a)   Although the statutory chart of accounts ge-
nerally applicable to corporations  does not provide 
for any accounts or mechanisms that would allow for 
the accounting of derivatives valuations at market 
prices, there is no explicit stander either that would 
prohibit the said corporations to make and book said 
valuations.
(b)  It is evident that the fairness of the financial 
statements is enhanced when the valuation of the 
derivatives is reflected therein with the passage of 
time, as opposed to the practice of only reflecting 
such valuations until the date of settlement of the 
derivative. However, the following practice has been 
customarily accepted by the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Companies: that the companies subject to 
surveillance thereby do not book the derivatives that 
they hold at market values. In case that the corporate 

medical examinations and of any mandatory supple-
mentary tests or examinations, and that in no case 
can this cost be charged to the applicant or worker.

For such effects, the medical doctors in charge of 
making the aforementioned examinations must be 
occupational medicine or occupational health spe-
cialists, as they are  the only authorized physicians to 
carry out these types of examinations.

7
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parties to a derivatives agreement value their ope-
rations under the principles that apply to financial 
entities, the Office of the Superintendent of Compa-
nies could question such treatment. Despite the fo-
regoing, we think that there are arguments to defend 
such valuation even in the case of non financial com-
mercial companies and corporations, inasmuch that 
they more appropriately reflect the economic situa-
tion of the company.
In conclusion, although the only companies that must 
value their derivatives operations at market prices 
are those subject to surveillance by the Office of the 
Financial Superintendent, we consider that any com-
pany or corporation that is not required to do such 
valuations can never the less use the same with the 
purpose of reflecting the economic reality of their 
operations in their financial statements.

Tax effects of  derivatives

As a matter of general principle, and for tax effects, 
legislation and doctrine consider that the effects of 
the derivatives agreement are only to be reflected 
(as income or expense) at the time of settlement (se-
ttlement day).

For corporate entities subject to surveillance by the 
Office of the Financial Superintendent, the above 
means that the way in which they must book their 
derivatives operations will generate timing differen-
ces between their accounting revenue and their tax 
revenue, with the common effects that pertain to 
these differences.
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5. Promotion of the enterpreneurship culture incorporation of companies 
through private documents

In order to foster the growth of small and medium-si-
zed companies, the Congress of the Republic, stee-
ring a separate course from the traditional principles 
of commercial corporations as set out in the Code of 
Commerce, established, in Article 22 of Law 1014 of 
2006, the possibility for anybody to incorporate any 
type of company (general partnerships, silent part-
nerships, limited liability partnerships, limited liability 
companies and stock companies or corporations ) by 
means of a private document.

The aforementioned Law 1014 established one sin-
gle requirement for any interested person to avail of 
this procedure, namely that the company to be in-
corporated falls within the framework of any of the 
following qualifying events:

1. To have a labor force comprising ten (10) or less 
employees; or
2. To have assets under five hundred (500) current 
monthly minimum legal wages.

This new special set of rules not only facilitates and 
promotes the creation and operation of small and 
medium sized companies, but additionally it quic-
kens the procedure for creation of the same, pro-
vided any of the conditions indicated above is met; 
and repealing the need to incorporate the relevant 
company by means of a public deed, thus reducing 
the costs of the same.

1. Modifying the bylaws of a company incorporated 
by means of private document.

In accordance with Article 2 of Decree 4463, any mo-
dification of the bylaws of any company that is incor-
porated under this new regime can also be made by 
means of a private document. However, registration 
of the modification with the Chamber of Commerce 
corresponding to the domicile of the company is still 
required.

However, in case the modification of the bylaws en-
tail an increase of capital that will bring the level of 
assets of the company over and above the ceiling 
set in the law for anyone to be able to incorpora-
te a company by means of a private document only 
(that is to say, five hundred (500) current monthly 
minimum legal wages), said modification shall be 
perfected by means of a public deed. The interested 
parties shall proceed in like fashion in case that at 
the time when they are making the modification to 
the bylaws, the company has already fallen out of the 
parameters established by Law 1014 of 2006.

2. Transformation of companies

Pursuant to Article 4 of decree 4463, a company of 
many partners or shareholders may be transformed 
into a single-owner company, but for this to occur it 
will be necessary to satisfy any one of the two objec-
tive conditions established by Law 1014, namely that 
the level of assets is less than 500 minimum monthly 
wages or that the total labor force comprises less 
than 10 employees.

In the same manner, and provided that the aforemen-
tioned objective requirements are met, a single-ow-
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ner company can be transformed into any type of 
company owned by more than one partners or sha-
reholders.

• Formal requirements under 2006 decree 4463

Decree 4463 established the requirements that must 
be satisfied in the private document whereby new 
small enterprises are incorporated, which are indis-
pensable for the company to be registered with the 
respective Chamber of Commerce.  Said require-
ments are the following:

REQUIREMENTS

Name, identification document, domicile and address 
of the partner or partners (shareholder or sharehol-
ders), as well as the legal domicile of the company 
that is being incorporated.

A clear and full statement of the principal activities 
of the company, unless it is explicitly stated that the 
company shall be authorized to carry out any lawful 
commercial activity. 
The amount of the capital of the company, with an 
itemized description of the assets contributed, into 
the company, and estimates of their values.

Likewise, the document shall indicate the number of 
shares into which the corporate capital is divided, as 
well as the manner in which the same shall be allo-
cated.

Indicate the term of duration of the company, or 
make the explicit statement that the company has an 
indefinite term of duration.

The type of management for the type or class of 
company that is being incorporated, as well as the 
identification of the administrators.

The document must also state that at the time of in-
corporation of the company, the same has 10 or less 
employees or workers, or that the value of the total 
assets of the company (any personal residence ex-
cluded) is less than 500 minimum monthly wages.

As stated earlier, it is true that Law 1014 and Decree 
4463 are trying to foster small and medium-size en-
terprises by means of eliminating paperwork and 
costs, such as those involved in the execution of a 
public deed for the incorporation of the company. 
However, this does not mean that the company in-
corporated under this special legal system is not un-
der the obligation of satisfying certain formal requi-
rements set out in the law.  For example, the partner 
or partners, or the shareholder or shareholders of 
the company that is incorporated under this special 
set of rules, whether the same is owned by a single 
partner or shareholder or by many partners or sha-
reholders, must personally appear at the Chamber of 
Commerce in order to register the company therewith.

The point that we discuss in this article refers to whe-
ther or whether or not the stamp tax accrues on the 
extensions of mercantile offers that have been ac-
cepted by means of purchase orders, and which pro-
vide for automatic extensions.

Under Article 519 of the Tax Code, the stamp tax 
accrues upon public instruments and private docu-
ments, securities included, which are executed or 
accepted within the country, or which are executed 
outside the country but are performed within natio-
nal territory, or which generate obligations within 
the same, and which attest to the creation, existen-
ce, modification or extinguishment of obligations, as 
well as to their extension or assignment, where the 
value of same exceeds 6000 TVUs.

For its part, Article 530 (52) of the Tax Code esta-

blishes that purchase orders or service orders are 
stamp-tax exempt, as well as the mercantile offers 
that are accepted upon the issuance of the related 
purchase or sales orders.

The justification for this exemption is that mercantile 
offers are merely a project of a legal transaction that 
only contains a general description of the proposed 
transaction and generates for the party making the 
offer the obligation to not revoke the same; in this 
sense, Article 845 of the Code of Commerce esta-
blishes that “the offer or proposal, that is to say, the 
project of the legal transaction that one person puts 
forth for the consideration of another, shall contain 
the essential elements of the transaction and shall be 
communicated to the party to whom it is addressed 
(…)”

6. Stamp tax on extensions of mercantile offers that are 
accepted by purchase orders
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Bearing in mind the definition of the Code of Com-
merce, for an offer to qualify as such, it is necessary 
that the same contains all of the conditions of time, 
manner, location, price, etc., that would regulate the 
legal relationship that would arise upon acceptation 
of the offer; therefore, in case the document contai-
ning the offer is accepted, the same will regulate the 
whole of the relationship that would arise between 
the parties, and, strictly speaking, would create a 
contract.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the contract that is 
created upon acceptation of the offer does not imply 
that the said documents are changed in their legal 
nature; one could not assert that the physical docu-
ments that contain both the offer and the purchase 
order are turned into a written contract which is di-
fferent from the offer and the purchase order, and 
therefore that they would trigger the stamp tax.
Bearing in mind the foregoing: the stamp tax is a do-
cumentary tax essentially; in this sense the automatic 
extension that has been set out in a mercantile offer 
that has been accepted by means of a purchase or-
der or a service order would not be taxed with the 
stamp tax, inasmuch that the physical documents 
that originate the legal transaction that has been 
made a reality, that is to say the contract, are still 
a separate offer and a separate purchase order or 

On July 20, 2007, the Ministry of Mines and energy 
submitted to Congress Bill no. 2 of 2007 (the text of 
which was partially modified for the first debate by 
the Fifth Commission of the House Of Representati-
ves), whereby an appraisal procedure for easements 
is established. This bill is a step towards equating cri-
teria for the application of procedures and to speed 
up the start-up of hydrocarbon exploration in Co-
lombia, in areas in which land owners or holders who 
are affected by oil projects are reluctant to allow a 
given project to start on their lands, even after they 
receive the payment from the operator of any dama-
ges that they may suffer.

In order to carry out oil operations in Colombia, which 
qualify as an industry of public utility and social inte-
rest, the use of the land and the quick access to the 
same to develop up and downstream oil operations is 
a necessary condition for the success of any project. 
In addition to the specific case of the exploration for 
and the exploitation of oil, there are peremptory ter-
ms that the government imposes upon the investors 
for them to satisfy their obligations.

Although respect for private property has been ens-
hrined in our Constitution, the same Constitution es-

tablishes that the private interest must give way to 
the public interest; in addition, our Constitution indi-
cates that the underground and any resources that 
may be found therein are the property of the Colom-
bian State.

Hence, if the hydrocarbons industry is of public utili-
ty, and if the underground is the property of the Na-
tion, the mechanism that allows the State to penetra-
te the under-ground and tap the resources that are 
found therein (either directly or through a third party 
contractor) must be a fast and suitable tool. This is 
not the case today, because the current procedures 
that are used to establish easements are not expedi-
te enough (one because it is too slow; and the other 
because it is inappropriate) so that the investor can 
feel entirely confident that access to enjoyment of 
the lands of a third party can become a reality quic-
kly.

The current summary proceedings set out under Spe-
cial Decrees 1886 of 1954 and 805 of 1947 provide 
for a procedure for establishing oil easements in Co-
lombia, by means of carrying out certain steps that 
are not a procedure in and of themselves, which are 
transitory and non-appealable, but whose terms are 

sales order, which, under the express rule of law, are 
exempt from the stamp tax.

Additionally, the fact that the offer contains all of the 
essential elements of the transaction, such as the na-
ture, the amount, the quality, the conditions, the pri-
ce, the term, etc., that can translate into the existen-
ce of a meeting of minds between the party making 
the offer and the addressee of the same so that the 
legal relationship that is offered is created, regulated 
or extinguished thereby, is just a fact that fulfills the 
rules included in the Code of Commerce.

As a conclusion, the automatic extensions of mer-
cantile offers that are accepted by purchase orders 
or sales orders or service orders should not be un-
derstood as being subject to the stamp tax for the 
following reasons: (i) the stamp tax taxes the docu-
ments that attest to the creation, existence, modifi-
cation, extension or assignment of obligations, and 
a written offer is just the proposal of a legal transac-
tion, where the actual contractual obligations arise 
after the same has been issued; (ii) the purchase or-
der does not alter the nature of the documents that 
created the contract; (iii) the legal support of the au-
tomatic extension is an offer and a purchase order or 
a sales order which are exempt from the stamp tax 
under a specific provision of the law.

7. Bill establishes procedure for Appraisals of hydrocarbons easements



sometimes not honored by the judges of the Repu-
blic, due to the fact that sometimes they are unawa-
re of the special nature of and the rigorous applica-
tion that these rules of law must have; and, curiously 
enough, because sometimes they are uncertain as to 
whether these rules are actually enforceable because 
of the so many years that have gone by since they 
were promulgated. We can also add that in practice, 
in the case of oil joint venture contracts subscribed 
with ECOPETROL (or the so-called association con-
tracts), the private parties resorted with relative suc-
cess to a procedure derived from Article 111 of De-
cree 222 of 1983.

In the original bill of law, there was the rule that if di-
rect negotiations failed, the judge could order direct 
access to the property, after (i) the payment of da-
mages by the operator to the affected party, and (ii) 
a judge inspection carried out by the municipal jud-
ge, which was to take place within a term of 2 days 
counted from the date of filing of the request. Howe-
ver, the text of the bill as modified by the Fifth Com-
mission requires that an expert opinion be presented 
in the first place so that the judge can authorize the 
transitory imposition the easement, which diminishes 
the expeditiousness that the original bill carried.

In addition to the foregoing, it is worth highlighting 

In relation to the subject matter of the application of 
the reality contract doctrine in the field of cooperati-
ve organisms, in Ruling 2000 C-211 the Constitutional 
Court held that all the associates have the right to re-
ceive a compensation in exchange for the contribu-
ted work, besides their sharing in the equitable distri-
bution of the surpluses that the Cooperative obtains. 
For this reason, the relation between the associate 
and the Cooperative is not regulated by the Labor 
Code. This is so notwithstanding the quality of wor-
kers or employees of those people who are hired by 
the Cooperative on a transitory or permanent basis, 
who are not associates and who are hired by means 
of employment contracts.

Also, it is worth noting that there is reiterated juris-
prudence wherein the above-mentioned Court has 
held that the fact that a given person has a relations-
hip with one of this Cooperatives in the capacity 
of an associate does not exclude the possibility of 
a labor relation arising when there is evidence that 
the associate who provides his services to a third 
party through a Cooperative is doing so in practice 
by means of a labor contract with the third party. In 

other words, if the fact is demonstrated that the as-
sociate is subordinated to the third party contractor 
of the Cooperative, then the principle of prevalen-
ce of reality is applied, and the existence of a reality 
labor contract between the associate and the third 
party is recognized.

Nevertheless, the mentioned Court (in Ruling T-531 
of the 12th of July, 2007) changed its position with 
respect to this matter when deciding upon the so-ca-
lled tutela action (a special injunction action that is 
filed to seek protection of a fundamental constitu-
tional right) interposed by a worker associated with 
an Associated Work Cooperative, who was fired whi-
le she was pregnant and providing her services to a 
third party through the aforementioned Cooperative 
.

On this occasion, the High Court held that a labor 
relation existed between the plaintiff and the Asso-
ciate Work Cooperative, given that the plaintiff was 
providing a personal service to a third party throu-
gh the Cooperative and as a person dependent upon 
the third party. In this way, it decided to apply the 

the following aspects for a better understanding of 
the bill:

- The municipal judge is the only authority that 
appoints the expert witness who is to set by appraisal 
the amount of the indemnity. In regard to this point, 
it would be convenient to draft a list at the national 
level of experts in the field of lands and properties, 
so that the judges may appoint the required experts 
from that list, in order to avoid conflicts of interest in 
the regions, or, in the worst cases, the appointment 
of an “expert witness” which is not knowledgeable 
about the subject matter.

- Specifically, the bill indicates that for purposes of 
making the appraisal, the expert must only take into 
account the objective conditions of the property, 
and that he cannot take into account the characte-
ristics of the project or of the operator and of the la-
tter’s expected earnings. However, the modified text 
of the bill adds this point: that the negative external 
aspects that may affect the property must be taken 
into account as well, which is an addition that makes 
the original bill less strong with respect to the limits 
of the expert appraisal of the experts opinion. In ad-
dition, it provides for the possibility of requesting a 
revision of the appraisal before the Circuit Judge.

8. Labor contracts in associate work cooperatives
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